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WORLD OF BEYBLADE
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All-ages Beyblade tournaments. All around the world.

Through a network of international volunteers, WBO promotes and facilitates the organization

of both unranked and competitively-ranked Beyblade tournaments across every major

continent.

Bladers can compete in Beyblade tournaments in their local communities, climb the

worldwide leaderboards, and win awards and Beyblade gear.

Welcome! We host amazing Beyblade tournaments in Florida!

All ages welcome! It does not matter if this is your first time playing in a tournament or if you

are a seasonal pro player, there will be fun for everyone! This community is the best there is.

You will leave with many friends and an amazing experience.

Our tournaments are hosted exclusively with World Beyblade Organization (WBO). WBO is

the largest online community for bladers and Beyblade fans, and the only organization that

promotes and facilitates the organization of worldwide Beyblade tournaments.



WORLD OF BEYBLADE
WorldBeyblade.org

MAIN DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN BOTH COMPANIES

WORLDWIDE  COMMUNITY 

PLAYER'S ACCOUNT

Rankings

Win /Loss Record

TOURNAMENT RULES/GUIDES

ALL TOURNAMENTS LISTINGS

TOURNAMENT HOST IN FL

#1 ONLINE STORE FOR BEYS

Best Price Online

Fastest Delivery

LOCAL FL COMMUNITY

GET TICKETS FOR EVENTS

Beyblade Premier is the host and organizer of the biggest and most
competitive Beyblade tournaments in Florida. Here is where WBO's top ranked
bladers bring their finest performances in a fun and competitive environment.
We run the local FL community, operate the events, and provide the most cost
effective solution to buy Takara Tomy beyblades.

Think about WBO as an umbrella on top of all hosts and organizers that provides
the rules and instructions about how to play the game. All the do's and don'ts,
game formats, and guides for judging the game in a legal way. 

WBO also keep tracks of individual player's rankings. All wins or losses in
RANKED tournaments get you points towards your ranking. Everyone starts at
1,000 and move up or down depending on their performance. 

BeybladePremier.com



RANKED

TYPES OF
TOURNAMENTS
UNRANKED
This tournament is designed

for first-timers and/or younger

players who would like to learn

competitive blading and learn

from top bladers in FL.

In these tournaments you will

see more younger kids

learning how to play the game.

These tournaments are for fun

and do not gain points

towards  player's ranking.  

This tournament is for skilled

competitive bladers who are

looking to increase their

rankings and compete at the

highest level.

In these tournaments you will

find experience players and

top beyblade combos. 

The wins & losses in these

tournaments go towards

player's record and ranking. 

Please note: The game format and rules are the same for both types of tournament. 



Let's start by addressing the most common misconceptions most novice bladers

and parents understand to be correct but are not true in competitive scenes. 

Note: This is referring to Burst Standard Format which is the most common way of

doing tournaments and the one format we host 99% of the time. 

The beyblades you purchase in Walmart, Target, and major department

stores are NOT the best option for competition. 

Department stores sell mostly Hasbro. Takara Tomy is the most common brand

for competing. Hasbro is plastic, Takara Tomy is metal.

The best beyblades in the anime TV series (e.g. Valt Aoi / Valkyrie) are not

necessarily the best or most common used in real life tournaments. 

The game is mostly about strategy and combining parts from multiple beys.

The way beyblades and it parts behave in TV are not necessarily the same way

in real life.

Most beyblades spin in one direction (left or right) while some are able to

spin both ways. 

While most parts can be interchangeable between beys, it is very common to

need different launchers/accessories for each spin direction.

There is no single "best" beyblade. 

This game requires bladers to combine different parts from other beys to make

their own combos. Pro bladers usually combine parts from 2-4 different beys.

Due to ongoing releases by Takara, new parts comes to market every month.

This is one of the games in which age difference does not carry a major

weight. 

A 6-year old can easily beat an adult. It is all about the combos and launching

strategies.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

TOP 5 MISCONCEPTIONS



TOP 3 THINGS TO CHANGE
TO BECOME A

COMPETITIVE BLADER

#1 - BRANDS

The following list is by no means everything you need to become a competitive blader, but

more so the accessories and correct beyblades you need to be able to make the leap from

recreational to competitive. Also, worth repeating that this is referring to Burst Standard

Format which is the most common one and the one format we host 99% of the time. WBO

has multiple niche game formats. 

If you can only change one thing, it must be where you purchase your beyblades. The

beyblades you find at major department stores are Hasbro. This brand is for recreational

purposes only and not for competing in Burst Standard Formats. There is major difference in

weight, structure, and materials. Hasbro has plastic parts, Takara Tomy is almost fully metal. 

 At Beyblade Premier we only sell Takara Tomy.



#2 - LAUNCHERS

Launchers play a VITAL role. Most launchers on the left do not provide enough spinning

power. Especially when used with the newer/heavier Takara Tomy beyblades. Those

launchers are mostly designed for plastic/Hasbro/lightweight beyblades. 



#3 - STADIUMS

There is a saying "practice like you play, because you'll play like you practice." This game

is no exception. WBO's rules for Burst Standard Format only allows (for now) Takara Tomy B-

33 Stadiums in tournaments. Based on feedback from pro bladers, they do not test or

practice their combos in any other stadium than the one they will actually play in

tournaments. 



WANT TO LEARN
MORE?

FOLLOW US IN ALL OUR CHANNELS!



WANT TO LEARN
MORE?

FOLLOW US IN ALL OUR CHANNELS!



WHO'S
BEHIND
BEYBLADE
PREMIER?
What would you do when your kid wants to experience what he sees in the

anime series? First, you search for the experience. Second, if the experience

does not exists, you create it. 

That's JayAshindra and Conce7 story. A father who developed an

ecosystem around beyblades to provide his kid and the community an

experience they cannot forget. 

Come to our tournaments and say hi! JayAshindra cannot stop making

new friends. Plus, he is very good a blading. 



YOU
Get all your new beyblades at:

WWW.BEYBLADEPREMIER.COM


